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We present a model for quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS) by an aqueous solution of compact
and inflexible molecules. This model accounts for time-dependent spatial pair correlations between
the atoms of the same as well as of distinct molecules and includes all coherent and incoherent
neutron scattering contributions. The extension of the static theory of the excluded volume effect
[A. K. Soper, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 9, 2399 (1997)] to the time-dependent (dynamic) case al-
lows us to obtain simplified model expressions for QENS spectra in the low Q region in the uniform
fluid approximation. The resulting expressions describe the quasielastic small-angle neutron scat-
tering (QESANS) spectra of D2O solutions of native and methylated cyclodextrins well, yielding
in particular translational and rotational diffusion coefficients of these compounds in aqueous solu-
tion. Finally, we discuss the full potential of the QESANS analysis (that is, beyond the uniform fluid
approximation), in particular, the information on solute–solvent interactions (e.g., hydration shell
properties) that such an analysis can provide, in principle. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3518367]

I. INTRODUCTION

The relative significance of coherent and incoherent neu-
tron scattering depends on the nuclear composition of the
sample, the size of the particles or structures present in the
sample, and on the range of neutron wave vector transfer (Q)
accessed in an experiment. In a small-angle neutron scatter-
ing (SANS) experiment Q values are small, and, given a suf-
ficient scattering contrast, coherent scattering from large ob-
jects dominates the scattering pattern even when these objects
have many hydrogen nuclei (which have a high incoherent
scattering cross section). With increasing Q, coherent scat-
tering drops fast (following for instance Guinier’s Law) and
often becomes much smaller than the incoherent component.
Relative to SANS, in a conventional quasielastic neutron scat-
tering (QENS) experiment the Q values are high (>0.2 Å−1,
typically >0.5 Å−1), the molecules are often small, and the
hydrogen content is high enough to reduce the coherent scat-
tering contribution to a few percent and less. This is why an
analysis of QENS experiments often accounts for incoherent
scattering only (see, for instance, Refs. 1–3).

In a SANS diffraction experiment, incoherent scattering
is just a flat background, whereas coherent scattering is a
source of structural information. In QENS, incoherent scat-
tering informs us about the single molecule motion, and the
motions of individual functional groups within the molecule,
while coherent scattering gives us information about the mo-
tion of molecules (and their parts) relative to each other.
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Hence, coherent QENS is more difficult to analyze than in-
coherent. First, the dependence of the line shape of the co-
herent QENS spectra on structural properties of the sample
is more intricate; consequently, much of the structural infor-
mation (e.g., the solute’s crystal structure, radial distribution
functions in solution) is required as a model input. Second,
it is in general much more difficult to model the collective
motion of a system of particles, than the motion of a single
particle.

Neutron sources and instrumentation have been and are
being improved continuously, so that now a QENS experi-
ment in the low Q region (using longer incident neutron wave-
lengths) takes a much shorter time than in the past. QENS is
increasingly often applied to study proteins and other large
molecules. Thus, the neglect of coherent scattering in today’s
QENS experiments is no longer “automatically” warranted.
This neglect must be properly justified (e.g., a small contribu-
tion of coherent scattering to the total scattering cross section
does not rule out the dominance of coherent scattering in a
certain Q region), hence a way to calculate (or at least esti-
mate) the coherent scattering contribution is required. Even
more importantly, an analysis of the coherent QENS spectra
may provide unique details on the dynamics of intermolecu-
lar interactions (e.g., solute–water) and intramolecular inter-
actions (e.g., internal dynamics of proteins4).

We know few QENS studies on solutions where coherent
scattering was accounted for to some extent.5 Neutron spin
echo spectroscopy (NSE) delivers, in principle, the same in-
formation as QENS does (although in the time and not in the
frequency domain). However, intrinsically, NSE is more suit-
able for the study of coherent rather than incoherent scattering
and, relative to QENS, considerably more attention was paid
to the analysis of the former, see, e.g., Refs. 4 and 6.

0021-9606/2011/134(2)/024518/16/$30.00 © 2011 American Institute of Physics134, 024518-1
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FIG. 1. Chemical structure of β-cyclodextrin.

Our QENS investigations7, 8 that included a partial ac-
count for coherent scattering were on D2O solutions of cy-
clodextrins (CDs) and their methylated derivatives (mCDs).
The CDs are macrocycles consisting of 6, 7, or 8 D-glucose
units, and are called α-, β-, and γ -CDs, respectively,9 see
Fig. 1. The mCDs that we studied were β-CD per-methylated
at all 2, 6 hydroxyl groups (DIMEB) and γ -CD per-
methylated at all 2, 3, 6 hydroxyl groups (TRIMEG). While
the solubility of CDs in water rises upon increasing tempera-
ture, the opposite is true for mCDs: mCDs are well soluble in
cold water but crystallize upon heating. This makes CDs and
mCDs good model systems for the study of the hydrophobic
effect and of hydration.10 In the analysis of QENS spectra of
mCD and CD solutions we calculated the coherent scattering
by a single solute molecule from atomic coordinates known
from x-ray or neutron diffraction crystal structures, and took
into account the intermolecular coherent scattering from so-
lutes. Nevertheless, with these ingredients alone we could not
explain an observed excess of QENS intensity towards low Q
values in the spectra of mCDs dissolved in D2O. We were,
however, successful in explaining this with a phenomenologi-
cal model that includes an additional coherent scattering con-
tribution from the hydration shell of mCDs.7, 8 In this model
two approximations were made: the coherent scattering due
to solute–D2O spatial correlations was neglected, and both
coherent and incoherent D2O scattering in solution were de-
scribed by the same parameter values as used for the descrip-
tion of the scattering by pure D2O.

In this paper we develop a model for the analysis of
QENS spectra of aqueous solutions of molecules which
are relatively compact and inflexible compared to polymer
chains. Most significant (but not strictly necessary) assump-
tions of this model are (i) hydration water is structurally and
dynamically equivalent to bulk water, (ii) scattering contri-
butions from motions of functional groups within the solute
molecule can be neglected, and (iii) the scattering function
for the collective translational motion can be calculated us-
ing Vineyard’s convolution approximation.11 The first two as-

sumptions are valid for dilute solutions and Q < 0.5–1 Å−1;
the last one is used solely for practical purposes. The model
accounts for the time-dependent spatial correlations between
all atoms and renders a description of all the coherent and in-
coherent scattering contributions. We then extend the static
theory of the excluded volume effect12 to the time-dependent
case, develop simplified model expressions suitable for the
QENS spectra recorded at sufficiently low Q values, and show
that these expressions are compatible with the concept of scat-
tering contrast. Simplified model expressions adequately de-
scribe our QENS spectra proving that an ad hoc assumption
about the scattering by the hydration shell made before is not
absolutely necessary (although a contribution of this kind can-
not be excluded). Finally, we discuss the possibility to study
the dynamics of solute–solvent interactions by QENS.

II. THEORY

To help the reader in following the formulae, we have
given a list of symbols at the end of the paper, before the
Appendices.

A. The scattering function for an aqueous solution

The scattering function, S( Q, ω), is the time-Fourier
transform of the intermediate scattering function, I ( Q, t),

S( Q, ω) = 1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞
e−iωt I ( Q, t) dt, (1)

where Q is the wave vector transfer ( Q = k − k0), ¯Q and
¯ω are the neutron momentum and energy transfer, respec-
tively (¯ω = E − E0). For an aqueous solution, I ( Q, t) can
be written as (see, e.g., Ref. 13)

I ( Q, t)

=
Nw +Nsol∑

i=1

∑
μ=1

Nw +Nsol∑
j=1

∑
ν=1

biμb jν
〈
e−i Q(Riμ(0)−R jν (t))

〉
, (2)

where Riμ is the vector giving the position of the μth nucleus
in the i th molecule, biμ is the neutron scattering length of
this nucleus. Nw and Nsol denote the number of water and
solute molecules, respectively. The angle brackets denote the
statistical average.

I ( Q, t) can be represented as a sum of three terms
depending on solute–solute, solute–water, and water–
water space- and time-dependent correlations: Isol( Q, t),
Icross( Q, t), and Iw ( Q, t), respectively. Its time-Fourier trans-
form, the scattering function for an aqueous solution, is the
corresponding sum,

S(Q, ω) = Ssol(Q, ω) + Scross(Q, ω) + Sw (Q, ω). (3)

Ssol(Q, ω) accounts for the intermolecular coherent scattering
(due to the time-dependent pair correlations between the posi-
tions and orientations of two distinct solute molecules) and for
the intramolecular scattering (due to self-correlations between
the positions and orientations the single solute molecule takes
on at different times). The latter generally is a sum of coherent
and incoherent scattering. Likewise, Sw (Q, ω) accounts for
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the intermolecular coherent scattering, and the intramolecular
(coherent and incoherent) scattering from water molecules.
Finally, Scross(Q, ω) accounts for the intermolecular coherent
scattering due to solute–water time-dependent spatial correla-
tions (there is no incoherent scattering contribution here be-
cause the correlations are between different molecules).

For the solute molecules that are relatively compact and
inflexible (as opposed to linear polymers, alkanes, etc.) and
just as well for bulk water molecules, the model given in Ap-
pendix A can be used to calculate the scattering functions, i.e.,
Ssol(Q, ω) and Sw (Q, ω), respectively. This model was orig-
inally developed for molecular liquids, and the motion of an
atom located in a molecule is described by the convolution
of the center-of-mass (CM) diffusion of the molecule and an
isotropic rotational diffusion. The shape of the molecule does
not have to be spherical, it should just not be too anisotropic.
For flexible molecules other models should be used (e.g., for
polymers: CM diffusion and the Rouse model). In the follow-
ing we write down, as an example, the detailed expression for
Sw (Q, ω); the formally completely analogous expression for
Ssol(Q, ω) can then be obtained simply when replacing every-
where the subscript w by the subscript sol.

For the moment, we assume that hydration water and bulk
water are structurally and dynamically equivalent. Conse-
quently, the expressions from Appendix A [Eqs. (A1)–(A3)]
can be used for Sw (Q, ω). Explicitly, Sw (Q, ω) is

Sw (Q, ω) = nw DWFw

∞∑
l=0

Sl
w (Q, ω), (4a)

S0
w (Q, ω) = A0 coh

w (Q)Scoh
tr w (Q, ω)

+ A0 inc
w (Q)Sinc

tr w (Q, ω) l = 0, (4b)

Sl
w (Q, ω) = (2l + 1)

[
Al coh

w (Q) + Al inc
w (Q)

]
Sinc

tr w (Q, ω)

⊗ Lor [l(l + 1)Drw , ω] l �= 0, (4c)

where nw is the number density of water molecules in solu-
tion, DWFw is the Debye–Waller factor, ⊗ is the convolu-
tion operator, and Drw is the rotational diffusion coefficient
of a water molecule. The coefficients Al

w (Q) are given by Eq.
(A4), Lor (x, ω) stands for a Lorentzian function with ω and
x being the argument and the parameter (half-width at half
maximum), respectively. Scoh

tr w (Q, ω) and Sinc
tr w (Q, ω) are the

coherent and incoherent translational scattering functions for
the CM of water molecules (corresponding to collective dif-
fusion and self-diffusion of water molecules, respectively).

The expression for Scross(Q, ω) can be written as (see
Appendix B)

Scross(Q, ω) = 2nsolbsol(Q)bw (Q)Str sol−w (Q, ω), (5)

where nsol is the solute number density, bsol(Q) and bw (Q)
are the effective scattering lengths [see Eq. (A8)] of solute
and water molecules, respectively. Str sol−w (Q, ω) is the (co-
herent) scattering function for the translational motion of wa-
ter molecules relative to solute molecules.

We made one standard, difficult to avoid, assumption: the
rotational and translational motions of a molecule, as well as
rotational motions of two distinct molecules, are not coupled

(weak hindering approximation13). Throughout the paper we
will also assume that, because of the low Q region of our
experiment, rotational motions of water molecules and mo-
tions of functional groups within the solute molecule con-
tribute to the QENS spectra to a negligible extent. Although
this is not strictly true, we make this assumption because
our primary goal is to consider the intermolecular coherent
scattering, which is only observable in the low Q region
(Q < 0.5–1 Å−1).

There exist a number of theoretical expressions for the in-
coherent translational scattering function, but none for the co-
herent one. That is, there are no expressions for Scoh

tr sol(Q, ω),
Scoh

tr w (Q, ω) and Str sol−w (Q, ω), but we need them to use
Eq. (3). For our present practical purpose, since we do not
have a fully valid theory at our disposal, we proceed by apply-
ing Vineyard’s convolution approximation.11 Although this
approximation has no profound theoretical justification, it is
a means of constructing an at least phenomenologically ap-
proximate coherent scattering function Scoh

app (Q, ω) from an in-
coherent translational scattering function Sinc(Q, ω) by mul-
tiplying the latter with the known Q-dependent integral S(Q)
of Scoh(Q, ω). By doing this, the 0th moment of Scoh

app (Q, ω)
becomes correct, which does, however, not imply the correct-
ness of the higher moments of Scoh

app (Q, ω); (see also Refs. 14
and 15 for some more information about this). In Vineyard’s
approximation we have

Scoh
tr sol(Q, ω) = Scm sol(Q)Sinc

tr sol(Q, ω), (6)

Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) = Scm w (Q)Sinc

tr w (Q, ω), (7)

Str sol−w (Q, ω) ≈ Ssol−w (Q)Sinc
tr w (Q, ω), (8)

where Scm sol(Q), Scm w (Q), and Ssol−w (Q) are the solute–
solute, water–water, and solute–water intermolecular CM
structure factors in solution (hereafter, structure factors). The
solute–solute structure factor can be obtained from a small-
angle neutron, x-ray or light diffraction experiment or can
be calculated (see, e.g., Refs. 16 and 17). The solute–water
and water–water structure factors can, in principle, be ob-
tained from neutron diffraction experiments.18 The solute–
water structure factor can also be calculated; a way to do this
is shown in Appendix C. Note an approximate equality in Eq.
(8); this is explained in Appendix C, too.

Above we assumed that hydration water and bulk wa-
ter are structurally and dynamically equivalent. If the struc-
ture of hydration water differs from the bulk, three additional
structure factors are required for the correlations: [hydration
water–bulk water], [hydration water–solute], and [hydration
water–hydration water]. Fortunately, at Q values where in-
termolecular coherent scattering is important, a (slight) dif-
ference in the hydration water structure is likely to have no
influence on the scattering from solution. Only a (slightly)
different number density of water molecules in the hydra-
tion shell may have to be taken into account [via nw in Eq.
(4a)]. On the other hand, the dynamics of hydration water
may be substantially different from that of bulk water. Still,
Sw (Q, ω) from Eqs. (4a) to (4c), and Scross(Q, ω) from Eq.
(5) will remain applicable, if we use the convolution approx-
imation and take for Sinc

tr w (Q, ω) a two state model, e.g., the
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model of Singwi and Sjölander.19 In a two state model, both
translational and rotational dynamics could be described by
two sets of parameters, for the bulk and for the hydration wa-
ter, respectively. Note that although the rotational dynamics
of the hydration water is different from that of the bulk water,
in our Q region the effect of using somewhat different rota-
tional diffusion coefficients is small (the terms for l > 0 are
negligible).

Thus, the framework described above makes it possible
to account for the coherent scattering.

B. Uniform fluid approximation

In general, for a practical application of the approach de-
scribed above all three structure factors from Eqs. (6) to (8)
have to be known. However, when Q values are sufficiently
small, one can use the approximation of the solvent by a uni-
form continuum (hereafter: the uniform fluid approximation
or the UFA); in this case, Scm w (Q) and Ssol−w (Q) are not re-
quired. Below we derive the corresponding Scoh

tr w (Q, ω)- and
Str sol−w (Q, ω) expressions and show that they depend only
on the solute structure and dynamics.

The intermediate scattering function, I ( Q, t), is the
space-Fourier transform of the time-dependent pair correla-
tion function, G(r, t),

I ( Q, t) =
∫

V
ei Qr G(r, t) dr. (9)

Using the uniform fluid approximation, Soper derived the
expressions for the static pair correlation functions in solu-
tions, GHH(r ), GXX(r ) and GXH(r ), where H is a hydrogen
atom in a solvent molecule and X is any atom in a solute
molecule.12, 20 For our purposes we derived similar expres-
sions by taking the CM of a water molecule as H and the
CM of a solute molecule as X. We further extended Soper’s
approach to obtain the expressions for the time-dependent
translational water–water and solute–water pair correlation
functions, G tr w (r, t) and G tr sol−w (r, t) [hereafter, Gw (r, t) and
Gsol−w (r, t)], respectively (see Appendices D 1−D 2). The
expressions for Scoh

tr w (Q, ω) and Str sol−w (Q, ω) follow from
the time-Fourier transformation of the intermediate scattering
functions [I coh

tr w (Q, t) and Itr sol−w (Q, t), respectively] that are
given in Appendix D 3.

In the UFA Gw (r, t) reflects the time-dependent spatial
pair correlations between two (infinitesimal) volume elements
of the solvent, and Gsol−w (r, t) reflects such correlations be-
tween the CM of the solute molecule and the solvent volume
element. These correlations depend on the translational mo-
tion of the solute molecules relative to each other, described
by Gsol(r, t), and, if the solute molecules do not have a spheri-
cal shape, on their rotational motion described by Gdist(p)

sol (r, t)
and Gself(p)

sol (r, t). The superscript (p) indicates the function’s
relation to the volume element inside a particle (in our case,
inside a solute molecule). Specifically, Gdist(p)

sol (r, t) describes
the orientational correlation of the volume element of the so-
lute molecule with another volume element of a distinct solute
molecule at a different time; Gself(p)

sol (r, t) describes the orien-

tational correlations between the volume elements of the same
solute molecule.

Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) is the time-Fourier transform of I coh

tr w (Q, t) de-
fined by Eqs. (D20) and (D21),

Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) = nsol

nw

∞∑
l=0

Sl(p)(Q, ω), (10a)

S0(p)(Q, ω) = A0(p)(Q)Scoh
tr sol(Q, ω) l = 0, (10b)

Sl(p)(Q, ω) = (2l + 1)Al(p)(Q)Sinc
tr sol(Q, ω)

⊗ Lor[l(l + 1)Dr sol, ω] l �= 0, (10c)

where the coefficients Al(p)(Q) are given by Eq. (D22).
Str sol−w (Q, ω) is the time-Fourier transform of

Itr sol−w (Q, t) given by Eq. (D23),

Str sol−w (Q, ω) = −N (p)(Q)Scoh
tr sol(Q, ω), (11)

where N (p)(Q) is given by Eq. (D24).
In Eqs. (10a)–(10c) and (11) the quasielastic broaden-

ing depends on the solute structure and dynamics only. Fur-
thermore, the Scoh

tr w (Q, ω)-expression is similar to that for
Ssol(Q, ω) (see Appendix A). This is a consequence of the
uniform fluid approximation: the solvent has no structure, and
therefore solvent volume elements effectively do not move
themselves.

Now that Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) and Str sol−w (Q, ω) are derived, the

scattering function for an aqueous solution is fully defined by
Eqs. (3)–(5). For a practical application, we still need some
means to calculate the coherent translational solute scattering
function in Eqs. (10b) and (11); here we use Eq. (6).

While the uniform fluid approximation neither affects the
calculation of incoherent scattering, nor that of the coherent
scattering for l = 1, 2, . . . in Eq. (4c), it underestimates the
term for coherent scattering for l = 0 in Eq. (4b). This term
accounts for the intermolecular coherent scattering of water
molecules in solution and reads

Sinter
w (Q, ω) = A0 coh

w (Q)Scoh
tr w (Q, ω). (12)

In the UFA, Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) is given by Eq. (10a); it does not de-

pend on the local water structure and water dynamics, but it
does depend on the change in the water structure caused by
the volume excluded by solute molecules. Without the UFA,
Eq. (12) can be rewritten (using Vineyard’s convolution ap-
proximation) as

Sinter
w (Q, ω) = Scm w (Q)A0 coh

w (Q)Sinc
tr w (Q, ω). (13)

In Eq. (13) Scm w (Q) depends on both the local water structure
and the presence of solute molecules; the line broadening of
Sinter

w (Q, ω) depends on water dynamics. Thus, we see that the
UFA does not account for the broad coherent scattering com-
ponent due to translational water dynamics. The intensity of
this component can be estimated from the coherent scattering
of pure water in the low Q region; as known from experiment,
in many cases it is negligible compared to all other scattering
contributions, especially for nondilute solutions.
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TABLE I. Parameter values for the D2O scattering model: Dtr w = translational diffusion coefficient of water
molecules; τtr w = translational diffusion correlation time in this model; 〈u2〉w = mean-square displacement; Drw

= rotational diffusion coefficient of water molecules; these parameter values were taken from the literature, see
Sec. III B for details.

T (K) Dtr w (10−5 cm2/s) τtr w (ps) 〈u2〉w (Å2) Drw (μeV)

λ0 = 10 Å 288 1.389 0.75 0.077 88.96
285.5 1.294 0.827 0.077 86.47

λ0 = 15.3 Å 301 1.970 0.502 0.077 102.3
317.7 2.958 0.400 0.077 120.4

C. Low Q limit and scattering contrast

Even in the uniform fluid approximation the expression
for the total scattering function for an aqueous solution is
quite involved. Let us find a simplified expression in the limit
of very low Q values and without the incoherent scattering
contribution.

Qualitatively, one expects rotational and vibrational mo-
tions to have little effect in QENS spectra at low Q val-
ues. Specifically, at Q < 0.5 Å−1, the Al

w (Q)-coefficients for
l �= 0 are negligible and DWFw≈ 1, so Eq. (4a) can be written
as

Sw (Q, ω) = nw b2
w (Q)Scoh

tr w (Q, ω), (14)

where bw (Q) is defined by Eqs. (A8) and (A9). Likewise, at a
sufficiently low Q value (which depends on the size of the so-
lute molecule) Al

sol(Q) and Al(p)(Q) for l �= 0 are negligible,
too. Therefore, Eqs. (A2), (A9), and (10a) yield

Ssol(Q, ω) = nsolb
2
sol(Q)Scoh

tr sol(Q, ω), (15)

Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) = nsol

nw
A0(p)(Q)Scoh

tr sol(Q, ω). (16)

Thus, the coherent QENS scattering from solution is

Scoh(Q, ω) = nsol
[
b2

sol(Q) − 2bsol(Q)bw (Q)N (p)(Q)

+ A0(p)(Q)b2
w (Q)

]
Scoh

tr sol(Q, ω). (17)

At low Q, N (p)(Q) is just the number of water molecules ex-
cluded from the solution by one solute molecule, and A(p)

0 (Q)
is equal to the square of this number, as follows from Eqs.
(D22) and (D24). Thus, Eq. (17) yields (after applying the
convolution approximation)

Scoh(Q, ω) = nsol
[
bsol(Q) − bw (Q)N (p)(Q)

]2

× Scm sol(Q)Sinc
tr sol(Q, ω). (18)

While Eq. (18) is already simple enough for a practical
application, it can be simplified further to make its mean-
ing more transparent. Let ρsol and ρw be the solute and
water coherent scattering length densities [in general, ρmol

= bmol(Q → 0)/Vmol]. Then ρsol − ρw is the scattering con-
trast and Eq. (18) can be written as

Scoh(Q, ω) = nsol
(
ν(p)

)2
(ρsol − ρw )2Scm sol(Q)

× Sinc
tr sol(Q, ω), (19)

where ν(p) is the volume excluded by the solute molecule.
As follows from Eq. (1), an integration of Eq. (19) over en-

ergy transfer gives the small-angle scattering intensity, I (Q, t
= 0). Because

∫
Sinc

tr sol(Q, ω) dω≡1, we get an equation that
is well-known in the field of small-angle neutron and x-ray
scattering,

I coh(Q, t = 0) = nsol
(
ν(p)

)2
(ρsol − ρw )2Scm sol(Q). (20)

This result demonstrates that the model framework presented
in this paper is, generally speaking, an account for the scatter-
ing contrast in the time-dependent case.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental details

D2O 99.9% pure, DIMEB and TRIMEG (>95%, Cyclo-
Lab), γ -CD (>98%, ROTH) were used without further pu-
rification. In our calculations the density of the solutions was
taken to be equal to the density of pure D2O because the so-
lute concentrations were low.

QENS spectra of D2O and of solutions of DIMEB
(50 mg/ml), TRIMEG (61.4 mg/ml) and γ -CD (48.7 mg/ml)
in D2O, were recorded with the time-of-flight (TOF) spec-
trometer NEAT at BENSC, Hahn-Meitner-Institut (HMI,
Berlin) by one of us (R.E.L.). The sample containers were
circular slabs with thicknesses of 1.6 or 2.5 mm, the sample
transmission was >0.85 (with the beam perpendicular to the
slab).

In one experiment the spectra were recorded with an
energy resolution (�E), full width at half-maximum, of
≈10 μeV. The incident neutron wavelength (λ0) was 10.0 Å,
sample angle21 (α) = 90◦, the range of the Q values for zero
energy transfer (Q range, hereafter) was from 0.16 to 1.2 Å−1.
In another experiment, the spectra were recorded with �E
≈ 10 μeV, λ0 = 15.3 Å, α = 60◦, the Q range was from 0.10
to 0.75 Å−1. For the QENS analysis the Q range was lim-
ited by a maximum value of ≈0.6 Å−1, in order to remain
in the low Q region. The sample temperatures are given in
Tables I and II.

B. Data analysis

Data reduction of the raw QENS spectra was carried out
using the program FITMO.22 The energy resolution function
was determined by fitting a Gaussian function to the vana-
dium spectra. The expression fitted to the sample spectra
reads

SF I T (Q, ω) = Fsc(φ)e−¯ω/2kB T S(Q, ω) ⊗ R(φ,ω), (21)
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TABLE II. Solute translational [Dtr sol (10−5 cm2/s)] and rotational [Dr sol (μeV)] diffusion coefficients in D2O
solutions. The values with uncertainties were obtained by fitting the model to the QENS spectra.

Sample T (K) Dtr sol
a Dtr sol

b Dtr sol
c Dr sol

d

λ0 = 10 Å γ -CD 303.6 0.268 0.504±0.016 0.393±0.016 0.55±0.03
TRIMEG 308 0.280 0.458±0.012 0.383±0.011 0.56±0.03
DIMEB 303 0.184 0.240±0.008 0.180±0.009 0.32±0.03

γ -CD 285.5 0.144 0.367±0.015 0.263±0.014 0.59±0.04
301 0.246 0.465±0.016 0.362±0.016 0.59±0.05

317.7 0.416 0.506±0.021 0.408±0.021 0.28±0.06

λ0 = 15.3 Å TRIMEG 285.5 0.118 0.140±0.005 0.087±0.004 0.13±0.02
300.8 0.216 0.204±0.004 0.150±0.004 0.009±0.02

DIMEB 278.1 0.083 0.106±0.005 0.062±0.005 0.25±0.03
290.8 0.126 0.120±0.006 0.081±0.006 0.17±0.03
303.7 0.186 0.148±0.006 0.108±0.006 0.05±0.04
317 0.268 0.287±0.008 0.226±0.008 0.29±0.05

aFrom the literature, see Sec. III B.
bFitted with Dr sol fixed at 0.
cFitted with Dr sol fixed at 0.25 μeV.
dFitted with Dtr sol fixed at the values from column 4.

where φ is the scattering angle, R(φ,ω), the slightly angle-
dependent energy resolution function, e−¯ω/2kB T the detailed
balance factor, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute
temperature, Fsc(φ) the scaling factor and S(Q, ω) the the-
oretical scattering function in the classical approximation.

The S(Q, ω)-expression fitted to the QENS spectra of
pure D2O, as well as the Ssol(Q, ω) expression describing the
scattering by solute molecules are defined in Appendix A. In
the spectra analyzed here, Q < 0.6 Å−1; for this low Q range,
(i) the DWF of the solute can be approximated by unity (for
water, taking 〈u2〉w from Ref. 23, the DWF decays to 0.97
at Q = 0.6 Å−1, and it is reasonable to expect a significantly
smaller value of 〈u2〉sol), (ii) the influence of the τtr sol value
on the translational diffusion linewidth given by Eq. (A7) is
negligible. Consequently, for the contribution of translational
diffusion to Ssol(Q, ω) we used [instead of Eqs. (A6) and
(A7)]

Sinc
tr sol(Q, ω) = Lor(Dtr sol Q

2, ω) (22)

which is the well-known form of expression (A6) in the low
Q limit.

The literature sources for pure-D2O parameter values
were: Refs. 24–26 for Dtr w , Ref. 8 for τtr w ; Drw and 〈u2〉w

originate from studies on H2O.23 See Table I for the val-
ues actually used in fits to the QENS spectra of pure D2O
and D2O solutions. Scm w (Q) was calculated in the “static ap-
proximation” [see, e.g., Eq. (14) in Ref. 13] from the D2O
data [O–D bond length, D–O–D angle and the intermolec-
ular function DM (Q)] taken from neutron diffraction.27 Be-
cause in our solutions the solute volume fraction was less
than 0.05, we neglected the change in the D2O diffusion coef-
ficient compared to that of pure D2O. From the crystal struc-
tures of γ -CD, DIMEB, and TRIMEG (Refs. 28–30) we com-
puted the Al

sol(Q)-coefficients and, using the cube method,31

the functions N (p)(Q) and Al(p)(Q). Van der Waals (vdW)
radii were taken as 1.75, 1.58, and 1.1 Å for C, O, and H

atoms, respectively.32 To account for the difference between
the molecule’s vdW volume and the volume excluded by
the molecule, a shell of thickness � around the vdW vol-
ume was used (� = 0.1, 0.26, and 0.33 Å for γ -CD, DIMEB
and TRIMEG, respectively33). More details on our implemen-
tation of the cube method are given elsewhere.33 A multi-
ple scattering calculation was carried out at every iteration
of the nonlinear least squares fitting procedure as previously
described.8

The Dtr sol values of γ -CD, DIMEB, and TRIMEG (Refs.
34–36) were corrected for the differences in viscosity of
H2O relative to D2O.37 The Dtr sol data used here (Table II,
column 4) were found by inter- and extrapolation of the lit-
erature values using the Arrhenius Law for the temperature
dependence and an analogous exponential law for the con-
centration dependence. From NMR results, for β-CD in D2O
at 25 ◦C, the rotational correlation time τr sol is 220 ps,38

corresponding to Dr sol = 0.5 μeV [according to Dr sol(meV)
= 0.6583/6τr sol(ps)]. Since molecules we studied are larger
than β-CD, smaller Dr sol are expected. Therefore, the Dr sol

values, if not fitted, were kept at 0.25 μeV, 0.1 μeV or 0 μeV;
the quality of the fits differed negligibly.

To calculate Scm sol(Q), we extended Debye’s approach
for the calculation of Scm sol(Q) for hard spheres to the case
of hard bodies of an arbitrary shape. We assumed that given
a molecule with an orientation 1 and its center-of-mass
(CM) at the origin, the probability to find the CM of an-
other molecule with an orientation 2 at a distance r is equal
to the mean solute number density everywhere, as long as
molecular volumes do not overlap, and zero otherwise. The
static CM pair correlation function Gcm sol(r,1,2) was cal-
culated using the cube method, averaged over all possible
orientations 1 and 2, and Fourier transformed to yield
Scm sol(Q). Although the so-obtained Scm sol(Q) accounts for
the two-body interactions only, it is adequate given the low
solute volume fraction in the studied solutions (see, e.g.,
Ref. 16).
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If the correction procedure for the angle-dependent at-
tenuation of the incident beam and of the sample scattering is
accurate, and the spectra were normalized to the scattering by
vanadium, the scaling factor Fsc(φ) is just a constant that can
be calculated from the sample thickness and the properties
of the calibration standard.39 However, due to the approxima-
tions used in the correction procedure, Fsc(φ) usually deviates
from the expected value. To compensate for those small, but
non-negligible deviations in the fitting procedure of the model
expressions to the spectra, Fsc(φ) was employed as a free but
φ-dependent fitting parameter.

Since the UFA does not account for the intermolecular
coherent scattering due to a finite size of water molecules,
Sinter

w (Q, ω) from Eq. (12) lacks a broad scattering compo-
nent which we call Scorr

w (Q, ω). We estimate the magnitude
of this component by the intermolecular coherent scattering
from pure water, which is [see Eq. (13)]

Scorr
w (Q, ω) = Scm D2O(Q)A0 coh

w (Q)Sinc
tr w (Q, ω), (23)

where Scm D2O(Q) is the structure factor for pure D2O. At low
Q, where only the first term in the infinite series (4a) needs
to be considered, the ratio of the energy-integrated function
Scorr

w (Q, ω) to the energy-integrated incoherent water scatter-
ing [see Eq. (4b)] is Scm w (Q)A0 coh

w (Q)/A0 inc
w (Q) = 0.79.40

Therefore, we decided that for the dilute solutions (as in our
case) it was better to add Scorr

w (Q, ω) to the model expression
given by the UFA than to neglect it entirely. Hence, in fitting
of the QENS spectra a modified version of Eq. (4b) was used

S0
w (Q, ω) = A0 coh

w (Q)Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) + A0 inc

w (Q)Sinc
tr w (Q, ω)

+ Scorr
w (Q, ω). (24)

IV. RESULTS

The model fitted to all QENS spectra of CD and mCD
solutions is represented by Eq. (3) containing the sum of the
three terms Sw (Q, ω), Scross(Q, ω), and Ssol(Q, ω). The func-
tion Sw (Q, ω) is given by Eqs. (4a)–(4c), where Eq. (24) is
replacing Eq. (4b), and by Eqs. (10a)–(10c); Scross(Q, ω) is
given by Eqs. (5) and (11), while Ssol(Q, ω) is given by Eqs.
(4a)–(4c) (with superscript “sol” instead of “w”), Eqs. (6) and
(22).

Examples of the fit results are shown in Fig. 2 for the
elastic wave vector transfer Q = 0.14 Å−1, and in Fig. 3 for
Q = 0.5 Å−1. To see if there is any observable broadening
at all, the widths of the separately plotted components of Eq.
(3) should be compared to the width of the energy resolu-
tion function. In Fig. 2, both Ssol(Q, ω) and Sw (Q, ω) have
widths similar to the resolution width [we had to scale down
R(φ,ω) so that the curves would not entirely overlap]. The
Scross(Q, ω) width is the same as that of Str sol−w (Q, ω) [see
Eq. (11)], and thus, because at low Q the rotational QENS
contribution is negligible, is similar to that of Ssol(Q, ω). In
Fig. 3, at a higher Q value, the widths of both Ssol(Q, ω) and
Sw (Q, ω) are clearly greater than the resolution width, and the
Scross(Q, ω)-term has a negligible intensity.

The broadening of the quasielastic peak due to trans-
lational diffusion, taken as the full width at half-maximum

(FWHM) can be calculated from Eq. (22) and Eq. (A7) for the
solute and water molecules, respectively [multiply FWHM
(ps−1) by 0.6583 to convert it to meV units]. At Q = 0.14
Å−1 and 301 K, FWHMs for γ -CD and D2O are 0.63 μeV
and 5.1 μeV, respectively (see Tables I and II for the input val-
ues). Because the resolution width is ≈10 μeV, it is clear why
the Ssol(Q, ω)-broadening can hardly be seen in Fig. 2. Also
not seen is the broad contribution due to D2O dynamics (with
FWHM of 5.1 μeV) in the Sw (Q, ω) shown in Fig. 2, because
at low Q values the greatest fraction of the Sw (Q, ω)-intensity
is its coherent part which has the width of the Ssol(Q, ω)-
component [see Eqs. (24), (10a)–(10c)]. At higher Q, the
Sw (Q, ω)-broadening is greater than that of Ssol(Q, ω), see
Fig. 3, because the effect of the excluded volume becomes
negligible, and the intramolecular scattering from D2O domi-
nates Sw (Q, ω).

The strong decrease of the intensity with increasing Q,
both for Sw (Q, ω) and for Scross(Q, ω), (compare Figs. 2 and
3) is due to a steep decrease of the effective scattering length,
b(Q), for water and solute molecules. The negative sign of
Scross(Q, ω) is, technically, the consequence of the definition
of the number density by Eq. (D13). Simply put, this is be-
cause the solute molecules are dispersed not in vacuum, but in
a medium with a non zero neutron coherent scattering length,
and this leads to a destructive interference.

Since the uniform fluid approximation does not account
for the intermolecular D2O scattering arising due to a finite
size of D2O molecules, we approximated it by the correspond-
ing contribution to the pure D2O scattering [Scorr

w (Q, ω) in Eq.
(24)]. In the low Q region, this approximation improved the
fit quality for γ -CD, and slightly worsened the fit quality for
TRIMEG and DIMEB [as opposed to the fits with neglecting
Scorr

w (Q, ω) entirely, see the example of such a fit for DIMEB
in Fig. 4]. Since Scorr

w (Q, ω) has about the same intensity as
the D2O-incoherent scattering (see Sec. III B), it can be ne-
glected whenever the total scattering is much more intense
than the D2O-incoherent scattering. As seen from Fig. 2, this
is the case for DIMEB and TRIMEG, but not for γ -CD. Thus,
the use of Scorr

w (Q, ω) is expected to improve the fit quality to
a lesser extent for mCDs than for γ -CD. The reasons for a
slightly better fit quality for mCDs when the intermolecular
D2O scattering is neglected altogether are difficult to pursue
as we can not at present calculate or measure the exact value
of Scorr

w (Q, ω).
At low Q the coherent QENS intensity is proportional

to the squares of the contrast and of the excluded volume
[Eq. (19)]. The scattering contrasts (10−12 cm/Å3) for solu-
tions in D2O and the solute molecule’s excluded volumes
(Å3) are: −0.0249 and 1302 (γ -CD), −0.0525 and 2125
(TRIMEG), −0.0455 and 1575 (DIMEB).33 The low contrast
for γ -CD is the main reason why at low Q the QENS inten-
sity of the γ -CD spectra is substantially weaker than that of
the mCDs spectra.

As shown above, the quasielastic broadening due to the
translational diffusion of a solute molecule is about 5% of the
resolution width at Q = 0.14 Å−1. This broadening quickly
rises with increasing Q, thus allowing us to determine Dtr sol

by fitting. The so-obtained Dtr sol values depend on the value
at which the rotational diffusion coefficient, Dr sol, was fixed
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FIG. 2. Examples of fitting of the model to the QENS spectra of cyclodextrins dissolved in D2O, for the experiment with λ0 = 15.3 Å. “EXP” and “FIT”
stand for experimental data and the fitted curve, respectively; the “FIT”-curve is the same in both columns. Ssol(Q, ω) and Sw (Q, ω) are the solute and D2O
scattering, respectively (both coherent plus incoherent); Scross(Q, ω) is the coherent scattering due to D2O-solute time-dependent spatial correlations. The
energy resolution function, R(φ, ω), is plotted for the comparison of instrumental broadening with the broadening of the separate scattering contributions. For
the theoretical origin of the scattering functions Sw (Q, ω), Scross(Q, ω), and Ssol(Q, ω), see the beginning of this section.

(see Table II). This is not surprising: the radius of a cy-
clodextrin molecule is about 10 Å, therefore, the rotational
broadening is non negligible already at Q = 0.2 Å−1 [i.e., for
l > 0, the coefficients Al (Q) in Eq. (A4) are comparable to
or greater than A0(Q)]. Thus, the more we increase Dr sol,
the smaller Dtr sol values we get. For DIMEB and TRIMEB

the Dtr sol values obtained with Dr sol = 0 are fairly close to the
ones from the literature, while for γ -CD they differ substan-
tially. This may have to do with a smaller QESANS inten-
sity from γ -CD-solutions, or a greater rotational diffusion
coefficient. However, the comparison of the Dtr sol values from
different sources must be made with caution. Since at low
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FIG. 3. Examples of fitting of the model to the QENS spectra of cyclodextrins dissolved in D2O, for the experiment with λ0 = 10 Å. The notations are the same
as in Fig. 2. As compared to Fig. 2, (i) the broadening of the Ssol(Q, ω) and Sw (Q, ω)-terms is clearly observable; (ii) the intensity of the Scross(Q, ω)-term is
negligible. The scattering is due to Ssol(Q, ω) and due to the scattering from D2O that is practically the same as the pure D2O scattering.

Q most of the scattering is coherent, the fitted Dtr sol value
will depend on how the solute intermolecular structure factor
and hydrodynamic interactions were taken into account (see,
e.g., Ref. 6), while from a PFG-NMR experiment a true self-
diffusion coefficient is obtained. For DIMEB at ≈303 K the
Dtr sol values obtained for λ0 = 10 Å are substantially higher
than for λ0 = 15.3 Å. This is in accord with a greater weight

of the low Q region for λ0 = 15.3 Å: at smaller Q a greater
fraction of the scattering is coherent, and therefore the weight
of the collective diffusion coefficient is greater, too.

The fitted Dr sol values (with Dtr sol kept fixed) are
in a qualitative agreement with the available data (from
Ref. 38 or from the Debye–Stokes–Einstein relation for a
sphere: Dr = kB T/6ηVsphere). Having a wider Q range or a
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FIG. 4. Fit of the same model to the same spectrum as shown in Fig. 2 for
DIMEB, the only difference is that the intermolecular D2O scattering due to
a finite size of water molecules was not approximated by the corresponding
term for pure D2O [i.e., Eq. (4b) was used instead of Eq. (24)]. The notations
are the same as in Fig. 2. For reasons why the fit quality is somewhat better,
see text.

higher energy resolution or both should help to determine
Dr sol with a better precision; this could also allow the simul-
taneous determination of Dtr sol and Dtr sol values.

The fits shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 are satisfactory; however,
approximately the same fit quality could be obtained with the
model we used previously7, 8

S(Q, ω) = Ssol(Q, ω) + Sw (Q, ω), (25)

where water scattering was calculated from Eqs. (4a) to (4c)
using the structure factor of pure D2O, and solute scatter-
ing was calculated just as it was done here. Moreover, the
solute translational diffusion coefficients that were obtained
were similar to the values obtained in this work. The rea-
son why Eq. (25) “worked” is the following: at low Q val-

γ

FIG. 5. Curves of the experimental scaling factor Fsc(φ) obtained in fitting of
QENS spectra from the experiment carried out with λ0 = 10 Å. The approx-
imately correct Fsc(φ)-curve (which should ideally be a horizontal straight
line) is given by Fsc(φ) of D2O. The filled and empty symbols give the
Fsc(φ) values obtained with and without detailed consideration of intermolec-
ular D2O–D2O and D2O–solute coherent scattering, respectively. This corre-
sponds to using Eq. (3) and Eq. (25), respectively.

ues the uniform fluid model is a good approximation and
thus the QENS line shape is governed by the solute dynam-
ics alone. However, with Eq. (25), the fitted Fsc(φ) values
for DIMEB and TRIMEG (Fig. 5, open symbols) are up to
8 times higher (at low Q) than they should be [as suggested
by the curve of the experimental scaling factor for pure D2O,
Fig. 5]. Fitting of the model developed in this work results in
the reasonable Fsc(φ)-curves for γ -CD and TRIMEG (Fig. 5,
filled symbols). As for DIMEB, Scm sol(Q) that we used ac-
counts for hard body solute–solute interactions only, and
solute–solute interactions in DIMEB solutions are substan-
tially attractive.33 In fact, the excess in the Fsc(φ) of DIMEB,
(increasing toward low Q), is in semiquantitative agreement
with experimental Scm sol(Q) data.33 Thus, the model devel-
oped in the present paper provides a good description not only
for the line shape, but for the intensity of the QENS spectra
as well.

V. DISCUSSION

The basic goal of this paper is to develop model ex-
pressions allowing an explicit consideration of the QENS
contributions due to time-dependent spatial pair correlations
between all atoms in aqueous solutions of one molecular
species. In Sec. II A we showed how one could realize this in
general. In Sec. II B we applied an extension of Soper’s theory
of the excluded volume effect to derive the simplified QENS
model expressions valid in the low Q region. In Sec. II C
these model expressions were shown to be compatible with
the concept of scattering contrast. Finally, we demonstrated
that our model can adequately explain the QENS spectra of
cyclodextrins dissolved in heavy water.

An adequate description, in our opinion, comprises not
only an adequate fitting quality (that is, a sufficiently good
line shape description), but an adequate reproduction of
QENS intensities as well. As shown above, a criterion for the
latter could be the scattering-angle dependence which results
from the fit of the scaling factor Fsc(φ). Whenever this scaling
factor is strongly φ-dependent this means that the coherent
scattering from the sample was not accounted for properly.
Even if one is interested in the dynamics only, e.g., in the
rotational and translational diffusion coefficients, the correct
coherent scattering intensity matters, because this intensity
gives the weight of collective diffusion versus self-diffusion,
and the weight of the purely translational QENS component
relative to the components that also contain rotational broad-
ening. Thus, a wrong evaluation of the coherent scattering
intensity results in wrong Dtr sol and Dr sol values. At some-
what larger Q, when diffusive translational water dynamics
becomes increasingly important, an incorrect evaluation of
a (still substantial) coherent scattering contribution distorts
the mutual proportion of the scattering due to water and so-
lute dynamics. This, too, leads to wrong values of dynami-
cal parameters, even when the fit quality is good. Note that
the determination of Dtr sol and Dr sol values from the QENS
spectra at higher Q (when incoherent scattering dominates) is
far less trivial because in this case intramolecular solute (and
solvent) dynamics contributes to the overall broadening to a
much larger extent.
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We assumed that the differences (i) between dynamical
parameters of a single bulk water molecule in solution and
in pure water and (ii) between the structure and dynamics of
hydration water and bulk water, are negligible. The first as-
sumption is justified for such dilute solutions as used here
(solute volume fraction <0.05) but is not required. Instead
of keeping Dtr w , Drw , etc. fixed to the corresponding val-
ues found for pure D2O or H2O, we could adjust them, or
even make them free fitting parameters. In fact, we tried to
determine Dtr w in our solutions by fitting; the obtained val-
ues differed from those for pure D2O to a negligible extent.
The second assumption (previously discussed in Sec. II A) is
fully justified for dilute solutions, because only a small frac-
tion of water molecules belongs to the hydration shell, and
because any change (relative to the bulk water) in the single
molecule dynamics of hydration water has a small contribu-
tion to Sw (Q, ω) in the low Q region. With increasing so-
lute concentration the fraction of hydration water increases,
and both assumptions mentioned above become inapplicable.
In case of crowded solutions, however, there is no bulk wa-
ter at all; hence, one set of dynamical parameters (different
from such for pure water) may be sufficient to satisfactorily
describe Sw (Q, ω).

Using Vineyard’s convolution approximation to calcu-
late the scattering function for the collective translational dif-
fusion has little theoretical foundation and is known to fail
at very low Q (in the hydrodynamic limit), and in the high
Q-region14 (the start of which is approximately given by the
position of the first peak of the intermolecular structure fac-
tor). We stress that this approximation is used for practical
purposes only. Furthermore, for cyclodextrin solutions, the
high Q-region starts from 0.4 to 0.5 Å−1 (Ref. 33), therefore,
all analyzed Q values lie in the Q region where the convolu-
tion approximation may be acceptable.

With the model presented in Sec. II B it is straightfor-
ward to obtain the translational and rotational diffusion co-
efficients of the solute molecules from quasielastic small-
angle neutron scattering (QESANS) experiments. The obvi-
ous requirement is a sufficiently high energy resolution [i.e.,
sufficiently narrow FWHM of R(φ,ω)], in order to observe
the translational or rotational broadening, or both. For cy-
clodextrins, the resolution used in this work (�E ≈ 10 μeV)
is already high enough, but additional measurements with
the resolution of the backscattering spectrometers (�E ≈ 1
μeV) would be rather beneficial. To profit from the sim-
plicity associated with the uniform fluid approximation, the
scattering contrast should be high, and the measurements
should be done in the Q region where the QESANS intensity
dominates.

It is important to note that the incoherent scattering by
the solvent is less of a problem in QESANS than it is in
SANS, because the broadening due to solvent dynamics is
larger than that of the QESANS component, and a clear sep-
aration between both (given a sufficient energy resolution) is
easy. Thus, even QESANS measurements of H2O solutions
(despite a high incoherent scattering contribution) would be
perfectly feasible. The incoherent solute scattering is obvi-
ously not a problem either, except for the fact that it depends
on the translational self diffusion, while the line shape of the

QESANS component is governed by the collective transla-
tional diffusion.

The uniform fluid approximation is a convenient way to
study solute dynamics without the need to bother with water–
water [Scm w (Q)] and solute–water [Ssol−w (Q)] structure fac-
tors {to obtain the solute–solute structure factor [Scm sol(Q)]
is relatively easy}. On the other hand, this approximation
is limited to the region of low Q values, and it does not
allow to extract any information on the motion of water
molecules relative to the solute molecules [i.e., Itr sol−w (Q, t)
or Str sol−w (Q, ω)]. This approximation is not strictly neces-
sary: the framework presented in Sec. II A is fairly gen-
eral. However, to use this framework in the QENS analysis,
one would require to model (or measure) both Scm w (Q) and
Ssol−w (Q).

As an example of what can be learned, consider the hy-
dration shell: it is the layer where significant time-dependent
spatial correlations between the solute and water molecules
exist, and these correlations contribute to the intermolecular
coherent scattering [Scross(Q, ω) in Eq. (3)]. Thus, as seen
from Eq. (5), to learn about the hydration shell we need an
expression for Str sol−w (Q, ω). This expression can be taken
from Eq. (8), but an even more simple approach (which does
not rely on Vineyard’s approximation) could be to write

Str sol−w (Q, ω) = Ssol−w (Q)Lor(Dtr sol−w Q2, ω), (26)

where Ssol−w (Q) is given by Eq. (C3). Here the Q2-dependent
width of the conjectured Lorentzian is controlled by an appar-
ent collective diffusion coefficient, Dtr sol−w , which would be
analogous to collective diffusion coefficients defined for one
molecular species, but would originate exclusively from the
diffusive motion of solute and solvent molecules relative to
each other. This coefficient will depend on the strength of the
interactions between the two different molecules, just as for
instance in the case of solute–solute collective diffusion (see
Refs. 6 and 41). Therefore the Dtr sol−w value could serve as
a measure of solute–water interactions and would be related
to the time spent by a water molecule in the hydration shell.
If Scm w (Q) and Ssol−w (Q) were known or could be modeled,
then, given an energy resolution is sufficiently high to see the
change of the QENS line shape due to Scross(Q, ω), the exper-
imental determination of Dtr sol−w would be possible.

At present it is not easy to obtain Scm w (Q) and Ssol−w (Q)
from a QENS experiment. Indeed, the QENS line shape de-
pends on the Q-dependent intensities of three separate com-
ponents: Ssol(Q, ω), Scross(Q, ω), and Sw (Q, ω); these inten-
sities depend on the structure factors Scm sol(Q), Ssol−w (Q),
and Scm w (Q). If the scaling factor, Fsc(φ), would result from
the fit as an angle-independent constant (as expected in the
error-free ideal case), both Ssol−w (Q), and Scm w (Q) could be
obtained from fitting the model to the QENS spectra, and then
compared to theoretical models. If this were true in the present
work, then Fsc(φ) would be φ-independent for the case of pure
D2O but, as seen in Fig. 5, the corresponding Fsc(φ) curve is
still not entirely flat. This is mainly because of the multiple
scattering and the attenuation of the incident and singly scat-
tered beams in the sample (in case when the sample container
is a plain slab the attenuation is especially φ-dependent). The
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corrections for these two effects depend on a number of dif-
ferent factors (sample size, macroscopic scattering and ab-
sorption cross sections of the sample, scattering angle, sample
orientation, etc.) and, to be exact, require a numerical integra-
tion of multiple integrals. If the sample container is a hollow
cylinder, the attenuation of single scattering is independent on
the scattering angle and the multiple scattering is less impor-
tant; hence, a flatter Fsc(φ)-curve can be expected. Then, one
can keep Fsc as a φ-independent fit parameter and obtain Q-
dependent structure factors from the fit to the QENS spectra.

In conclusion, we presented a model accounting for both
coherent and incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering from
an aqueous solution, and demonstrated how this model to-
gether with an extension of Soper’s theory of the excluded
volume effect12 to the time-dependent case can reproduce the
experimental QENS spectral line shapes and intensities. The
model explained the quasielastic small-angle neutron scat-
tering spectra of D2O solutions of cyclodextrins without an
ad hoc assumption on the scattering by the hydration shell
made earlier.7, 8 While the model potentially allows the char-
acterization of the hydration shell, this was not possible with
our present QENS spectra. But this may be feasible in the
future with better measurement conditions: better statistics,
higher energy resolution, and if the QESANS experiment is
performed with much stricter observation of conditions of ac-
curacy at low scattering angles, than has been standard in the
past mainly in large-angle scattering experiments. This accu-
racy requirement concerns the precision of our knowledge of
the sample container geometry, sample size, scattering angles,
sample orientation, etc.
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NOMENCLATURE

Al coh
w (Q) and Al inc

w (Q) [Al coh
sol (Q) and Al inc

sol (Q)]: coeffi-
cients in Sears’s expansion of the rotational correlation func-
tion of a water (solute) molecule.

Al(p)(Q): coefficients in Sears’s expansion of the rota-
tional correlation function of a solute excluded volume.

bw (Q) [bsol(Q)]: the effective scattering length of a water
(solute) molecule.

Gw (r, t), Gsol(r, t), and Gsol−w (r, t): time-dependent
translational water–water, solute–solute, and solute–water
pair correlation functions.

Gdist(p)
sol (r, t) [Gself(p)

sol (r, t)]: the orientational correlation
function for volume elements which belong to two distinct
solute molecules (the same solute molecule).

N (p)(Q): an analog of b(Q) for a solute excluded volume.
Nw (Nsol): the number of water (solute) molecules in so-

lution.

nw (nsol): the number density of water (solute) molecules
in solution.

ν(p) [V (p)]: the volume excluded by a single (all) solute
molecule(s) in solution.

Sw (Q, ω), Ssol(Q, ω), Scross(Q, ω): scattering functions
originating from water–water, solute–solute and solute–water
pair correlations, respectively.

Scm sol(Q), Scm w (Q), and Ssol−w (Q): solute–solute,
water–water, and solute–water intermolecular CM structure
factors in solution.

Sl
w (Q, ω) [Sl

sol(Q, ω)]: the lth scattering function compo-
nent in Sears’s expansion of the rotational correlation function
of a water (solute) molecule.

Sl(p)
w (Q, ω): the lth scattering function component in

Sears’s expansion of the rotational correlation function of a
solute excluded volume.

Scoh
tr w (Q, ω) and Sinc

tr w (Q, ω) [Scoh
tr sol(Q, ω) and

Sinc
tr sol(Q, ω)]: the coherent and incoherent translational

scattering functions for the CM of water (solute) molecules.
Str sol−w (Q, ω): the (coherent) scattering function for the

translational motion of water molecules relative to the solute
molecules.

APPENDIX A: QENS MODEL FOR ONE MOLECULAR
SPECIES

In Sec. II A the scattering by solute and water molecules,
Ssol(Q, ω) and Sw (Q, ω), respectively, was expressed using a
model developed by Sears.13 In the following we show the
deduction of this result in more detail.

The scattering function for molecules of one particular
species in a liquid solution is,

S(Q, ω) = nDWF
∞∑

l=0

Sl (Q, ω), (A1)

where n is the number density of the molecules. The Debye–
Waller factor, DWF = e−〈u2〉Q2

, accounts for the Q-dependent
decrease (caused by vibrational motions) of the quasielastic
intensity, 〈u2〉 is the mean square vibrational amplitude of a
molecule. In writing Eq. (A1) we used the model of continu-
ous rotational diffusion on a spherical surface,13 thus

S0(Q, ω) = A0 coh(Q)Scoh
tr (Q, ω)

+ A0 inc(Q)Sinc
tr (Q, ω) l = 0, (A2)

Sl (Q, ω) = (2l + 1)Al (Q)Sinc
tr (Q, ω)

⊗ Lor[l(l + 1)Dr , ω] l �= 0, (A3)

where Dr is the rotational diffusion coefficient of the
molecule. The coefficients Al(Q) account for the molecule’s
coherent and incoherent scattering and are given by

Al(Q) = Al coh(Q) + Al inc(Q)

=
m,m∑

μ,ν=1

[
〈bμ〉〈bν〉 + σ inc

μ δμν

4π

]
jl (Qrμ) jl(Qrν)

× Pl(cos θμν), (A4)
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where m is the number of nuclei in the molecule, 〈bμ〉 is the
neutron coherent scattering length of the μth nucleus, the vec-
tors rμ and rν point from the CM to the μth and νth atoms,
θμν is the angle between rμ and rν , Pl is the Legendre polyno-
mial of degree l, σinc is the incoherent scattering cross section.
Note that for l �= 0, because of the assumption that rotational
motions of different molecules are not correlated with each
other,13 only Sinc

tr (Q, ω) appears in Eq. (A3).
For l = 0, in Vineyard’s convolution approximation,11

S0(Q, ω) = (
A0 coh(Q)Scm(Q) + A0 inc(Q)

)
Sinc

tr (Q, ω).

(A5)

The function Scm(Q) is the intermolecular center-of-mass
(CM) structure factor of the molecules.

The incoherent translational scattering function,
Sinc

tr (Q, ω), is a Lorentzian,

Sinc
tr (Q, ω) = 1

π

ftr

f 2
tr (Q) + ω2

= Lor( ftr(Q), ω). (A6)

In the frame of the isotropic jump-diffusion model42

ftr(Q) = Dtr Q
2/(1 + τtr Dtr Q

2), (A7)

where Dtr and τtr are the molecule’s translational diffusion
coefficient and correlation time, respectively.

We define the effective scattering length of the molecule,
b(Q),

b(Q) =
m∑

μ=1

〈bμ〉 sin Qrμ

Qrμ

. (A8)

Note that,

A0 coh(Q) = b2(Q). (A9)

The model defined above is applied in Sec. II A to express
the scattering by solute and water molecules, Ssol(Q, ω) and
Sw (Q, ω), respectively.

APPENDIX B: INTERMEDIATE SCATTERING
FUNCTION FOR SOLUTE–WATER PAIR
CORRELATIONS

In the following we show how the term Scross(Q, ω) ap-
pearing in Eq. (3) leads to Eq. (5). The contribution of water–
solute cross-correlations to Eq. (2) can be written as

Icross( Q, t) =
∑
μ=1

〈bμ〉 〈
e−i Qrμ

〉

×
∑
ν=1

〈bν〉
〈
ei Qrν (t)

〉
Itr cross( Q, t), (B1)

where the summations over μ and over ν are taken over the
nuclei in the solute and in the water molecule, respectively,
and 〈bμ〉 is the neutron coherent scattering length of the μth
nucleus. We assumed that (i) the rotational motions of a wa-
ter molecule, as well as of a solute molecule are uncorrelated
with their translational motions; (ii) the rotational motion of a
water molecule is uncorrelated with the rotational motion of a
solute molecule. The translational contribution, Itr cross( Q, t),

reads

Itr cross( Q, t) =
Nsol∑
i=1

Nw∑
j=1

〈
e−i Q(Ri −R j (t))

〉

+
Nw∑
i=1

Nsol∑
j=1

〈
e−i Q(Ri −R j (t))

〉
. (B2)

Note that in the first double sum the index i refers to the CM
of a solute molecule and j to the CM of a water molecule,
while in the second double sum the order is opposite.

Since I ( Q, t) (and S( Q, ω)) measured in the experiment
are the averages over the measurement time (tm), and because
all solute and water molecules are equivalent, Eq. (B2) can be
written as

Itr cross( Q, t) = 1

tm − t

∫ tm−t

0
dt0

×
⎧⎨
⎩Nsol

Nw∑
j=1

e−i Q[Rsol(t0)−R j (t+t0)]

+ Nw

Nsol∑
j=1

e−i Q[Rw (t0)−R j (t+t0)]

⎫⎬
⎭ . (B3)

Henceforth, since t � tm , we approximate t − tm by tm .
By introducing Gsol−w (r, t, t0) and Gw−sol(r, t, t0) which are
solute–water and water–solute time-dependent pair correla-
tion functions, respectively, and by presenting the sums as in-
tegrals of these functions, Eq. (B3) can be written as

Itr cross( Q, t) = 1

tm

∫ tm

0
dt0

∫
V

ei Qr [
NsolGsol−w (r, t, t0)

+ Nw Gw−sol(r, t, t0)
]

dr, (B4)

where V is the volume of the sample. Note that
Gsol−w (r, t, t0) and Gw−sol(r, t, t0) are averages over initial
positions of the solute and water molecule, respectively.

To introduce the dependence on the spatial origin r0 via
time-dependent local number densities,43, 44 n(r, t) [for the
definition see Eqs. (D1)–(D2)], we define

Gsol−w (r, t, t0)

= 1

Nsol

∫
nsol(r0, t0)nw (r0 + r, t + t0)dr0, (B5)

Gw−sol(r, t, t0)

= 1

Nw

∫
nw (r0, t0)nsol(r0 + r, t + t0)dr0. (B6)

Equation (B4) can now be written as

Itr cross( Q, t) = 1

tm

∫ tm

0
dt0

∫
V

ei Qrdr

×
∫

V
nsol(r0, t0)nw (r + r0, t + t0)dr0

+ 1

tm

∫ tm

0
dt0

∫
V

ei Qrdr

×
∫

V
nw (r0, t0)nsol(r + r0, t + t0)dr0. (B7)
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In principle, Eq. (B7) is just an expanded version of Eq. (B2)
with averaging over initial positions and times shown explic-
itly. Since the functions nw (r, t) and nsol(r, t) are real valued,
the two terms at the right-hand side of Eq. (B7) are identical.
Thus, one can see that Itr cross( Q, t), and, consequently, the
cross-term Icross( Q, t) is controlled by the relative motion of
a water molecule with respect to a solute molecule, and vice
versa. For the reason given in Appendix C, from the two pos-
sible denominations [Gsol−w (r, t) and Gw−sol(r, t)] we will
use the first one, i.e., Gsol−w (r, t) and its Fourier transforms.

From the above, after averaging over all Q-orientations
and using Eq. (A8), Eq. (B1) can be written as

Icross(Q, t) = 2nsolbsol(Q)bw (Q)Itr sol−w (Q, t), (B8)

where nsol is the solute number density, and Itr sol−w (Q, t) is
the space-Fourier transform of Eq. (B5). The time-Fourier
transformation of Eq. (B8) yields Eq. (5).

APPENDIX C: SOLUTE–WATER PAIR CORRELATIONS

In Sec. II A we related the scattering contribution
from the time-dependent water–solute pair correlations,
Scross(Q, ω), to Str sol−w (Q, ω), which, using Vineyard’s con-
volution approximation, was approximated by the product
of the solute–water structure factor Ssol−w (Q) and the water
incoherent translational scattering function Sinc

tr w (Q, ω) [see
Eq. (8)]. The explanation is as follows: As it was said in Ap-
pendix B, both Str sol−w (Q, ω) and Str w−sol(Q, ω) can be used.
In Vineyard’s approximation one can write

Str sol−w (Q, ω) = Ssol−w (Q)S(sol) inc
tr w (Q, ω), (C1)

Str w−sol(Q, ω) = Sw−sol(Q)S(w)inc
tr sol (Q, ω). (C2)

In Eq. (C1) S(sol) inc
tr w (Q, ω) depends on the self-diffusion of a

water molecule in the coordinate system which has its ori-
gin at a solute molecule. Similarly, in Eq. (C2) S(w)inc

tr sol (Q, ω)
depends on the self-diffusion of a solute molecule in the coor-
dinate system with the origin at a water molecule. Both equa-
tions are correct but neither can be directly used. While, in
general, Scross(Q, ω) must depend on both water and solute
dynamics, since a water molecule diffuses much faster than
a cyclodextrin molecule, in the first approximation one could
neglect the translational diffusion of a solute molecule alto-
gether. Thus, Eq. (C1) leads to Eq. (8).

The solute–water structure factor is

Ssol−w ( Q) =
∫

ei Qr (Gsol−w (r) − nw ) dr, (C3)

where by writing Gsol−w (r) − nw instead of Gsol−w (r) we ne-
glect the scattering that cannot be observed in practice (at
Q ≈ 0), nw is the mean number density of water in solution.
For dilute solutions Gsol−w (r) can be modeled as follows:
Gsol−w (r) is nw if water and solute molecules do not over-
lap and 0 otherwise. [A similar approach was already used in
QENS analysis (Sec. 2.12 in Ref. 5)]. Equation (C3) becomes
an integral over the volume which is somewhat larger than the
excluded volume of the solute molecule (to account for the fi-
nite size of the water molecule). Note that Gsol−w (r) does not
have to be spherically symmetric. After averaging over all Q

orientations, the resulting Ssol−w (Q) can be used to calculate
Str sol−w (Q, ω) in Eq. (8).

APPENDIX D: UNIFORM FLUID APPROXIMATION
(UFA) IN QENS

1. General formalism

In order to derive the scattering functions given by Eqs.
(10a)–(10c) and Eq. (11) in Sec. II B, we give here an exten-
sion of Soper’s (static) theory of the excluded volume effect12

to the dynamical case implying time-dependent correlation
functions, while the static theory obviously is restricted to
t = 0. Equations from the original paper are referred to as
Eqs. (S1), (S2), etc. We abbreviate terms Ri (t = 0) by Ri ,
n(r, t = 0) by n(r), and so on.

Instead of the static local number density, n(r) used
in Ref. 12, the function relevant in our case is the time-
dependent local number density, n(r, t), which for N atoms
in a volume V is

n(r, t) =
N∑

j=1

δ(r − R j (t)), (D1)

where R j (t) is the vector giving the position of j th atom at
time t . The expression for the time-dependent pair correlation
function, G(r, t), reads

G(r, t) = 1

N

∫
n(r ′)n(r ′ + r, t) dr ′. (D2)

G(r, t) can be presented as the sum of the self and dis-
tinct time-dependent correlation functions, Gself(r, t) and
Gdist(r, t),

G(r, t) = Gself(r, t) + Gdist(r, t), (D3)

Gself(r, t) = 1

N

N∑
i=1

δ(r + Ri − Ri (t)),

(D4)

Gdist(r, t) = 1

N

N ,N∑
i �= j=1

δ(r + Ri − R j (t)).

Given that there are Ncm molecules, M atoms per
molecule, N = Ncm M , the functions ncm(r, t), and Gcm(r, t)
are defined as above except that they refer to the CM of the
molecules. Introducing the internal atomic number density,
n(p)(r, t) (which is zero outside the volume of the molecule),
n(r, t) can be presented as

n(r, t) =
∫

ncm(r ′, t)n(p)(r − r ′, t) dr ′. (D5)

The G(r, t) expression defined by Eq. (D2) can be rewritten
using Eq. (D5) as

G(r, t) = 1

N

∫
dr ′

∫
ncm(r ′′)n(p)(r ′ − r ′′) dr ′′

×
∫

ncm(r ′′′, t)n(p)(r + r ′ − r ′′′, t) dr ′′′. (D6)
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Substituting u′ = r ′ − r ′′ and u′′ = r + r ′ − r ′′′ we get

G(r, t) = 1

N

∫
dr ′

∫
ncm(r ′ − u′)n(p)(u′) du′

×
∫

ncm(r + r ′ − u′′, t)n(p)(u′′, t) du′′. (D7)

The substitutions u = u′′ − u′ and r ′ = r ′′ + u′ yield [com-
pare with Eqs. (S8) and (S9)],

G(r, t) = 1

N

∫
du

∫
dr ′′ncm(r ′′)ncm(r ′′ + r − u, t)

×
∫

du′〈n(p)(u′)n(p)(u′ + u, t)〉. (D8)

The self and distinct internal correlation functions,
Gself(p)(u, t) and Gdist(p)(u, t), respectively, are

Gself(p)(u, t) = 1

M

∫ 〈
n(p)(u′)n(p)(u′ + u, t)

〉


du′, (D9)

Gdist(p)(u, t) = 1

M

∫ 〈
n(p)(u′)

〉


〈
n(p)(u′ + u, t)

〉


du′, (D10)

where 〈· · ·〉 stands for orientational average. The integrals of
Gself(p)(u, t) and Gdist(p)(u, t) over the volume of the molecule
are equal to 1 and M − 1, respectively. It follows from the
above,

G(r, t) =
∫

Gself(p)(u, t)Gself
cm (r − u, t) du

+
∫

Gdist(p)(u, t)Gdist
cm (r − u, t) du. (D11)

For t = 0, Eq. (D11) is identical to Eq. (S10).

2. Application of the UFA to water–water and
solute–water pair correlations

Let us have Nsol solute molecules in a volume V , the
mean solute number density is nsol, nsol = Nsol/V . In solu-
tion each solute molecule excludes a volume ν(p), called the
excluded volume in the following; the total excluded volume
is V (p), V (p) = ν(p) Nsol. The water number densities in pure
water and solution are n0 and nw , respectively [nw = Nw/V
= n0(V − V (p))/V ]. The number of water molecules ex-
cluded by one solute molecule is M , M = ν(p)n0. Let us ex-
press Nw as

Nw = nw V = n0

[
1 − V (p)

V

]
V

= M Nsol

[
1 − V (p)

V

]
V

V (p)
. (D12)

The local number density of water molecules in solution,
nw (r, t), is defined like in Eq. (S16),

nw (r, t) = n0 −
∫

nsol(r ′, t)n(p)
w (r − r ′, t) dr ′, (D13)

where n(p)
w (r, t) is equal to n0 if r lies within the excluded

volume and zero otherwise. According to Eq. (D13), nw (r, t)

is zero inside the excluded volume. The water–water pair cor-
relation function, Gw (r, t), is

Gw (r, t) = 1

Nw

∫
nw (r ′)nw (r ′ + r, t) dr ′. (D14)

The substitution of Eq. (D13) into Eq. (D14) yields

Gw (r, t) = n2
0

/
nw +

[
2n0

(
1 − n0

nw

)]

+ M Nsol

Nw

∫
Gself(p)

sol (u, t)Gself
sol (r − u, t) du

+
∫

Gdist(p)
sol (u, t)Gdist

sol (r − u, t) du. (D15)

The functions Gself(p)
sol (u, t) and Gdist(p)

sol (u, t) are defined as in
Eqs. (D9) and (D10), but they describe the time-dependent
correlations between the infinitesimal volume elements of the
excluded volumes (i.e., between the CMs of water molecules,
if the excluded volumes were filled with water). It follows [see
Eq. (D12)]

Gw (r, t) = n2
0

nw

[
1 − 2V (p)

V
+ ν(p)nsol

n0

×
∫

Gself(p)
sol (u, t)Gself

sol (r − u, t) du

+ ν(p)nsol

n0

∫
Gdist(p)

sol (u, t)Gdist
sol (r − u, t) du

]
.

(D16)

The solute–water time-dependent pair correlation function,
Gsol−w (r, t), is

Gsol−w (r, t) = 1

Nsol

∫
nsol(r ′)nw (r + r ′, t) dr ′, (D17)

where nsol(r, t) is the local time-dependent number density
of the CM’s of solute molecules. Putting Eq. (D13) into Eq.
(D17) and substituting u = r + r ′ − r ′′, yields

Gsol−w (r, t) = n0 − 1

Nsol

∫
du

〈
n(p)

w (u, t)
〉


×
∫

dr ′′nsol(r ′′, t)nsol(u − r + r ′′). (D18)

It follows from Eq. (D2),

Gsol−w (r, t) = n0 −
∫ 〈

n(p)
w (u, t)

〉


Gsol(r − u, t) du. (D19)

3. Water–water and solute–water intermediate
scattering functions in the UFA

Applying the convolution theorem of Fourier transforma-
tion to Gw (r, t) given by Eq. (D16) and to Gsol−w (r, t) given
by Eq. (D19), after averaging over Q-orientaions, we get the
corresponding intermediate scattering functions, I coh

tr w (Q, t)
and Itr sol−w (Q, t), respectively. Specifically, I coh

tr w (Q, t) is
[omitting the term containing δ(Q)],

I coh
tr w (Q, t) = nsol

nw

[
A0(p)(Q)I dist

tr sol(Q, t)

+ ξ (p)(Q, t)I self
tr sol(Q, t)

]
. (D20)
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Apart from the factor nsol/nw , Eq. (D20) is the same as
Eq. (6) in Sears’s paper on the scattering by molecules in
liquids13 [except that coherent scattering lengths and cross
sections will not appear in the formulas for Al(p)(Q)]. Indeed,
the time-dependent spatial correlations between the nuclei in
a reorienting polyatomic molecule are analogous to the corre-
lations between the infinitesimal volume elements in the vol-
ume excluded by a reorienting solute molecule. The model of
continuous rotational diffusion yields ξ (p)(Q, t),13

ξ (p)(Q, t) =
∞∑

l=0

(2l + 1)Al(p)(Q)e−l(l+1)Dr solt (D21)

and the coefficients Al(p)(Q) are [see Eq. (A4) for notations]

Al(p)(Q) =
∫ ∫

jl(Qr1) jl(Qr2)Pl(cos θ12)n(p)
w (r1)

× n(p)
w (r2) dr1dr2, (D22)

where n(p)
w (r) is equal to the pure water number density (n0)

if r lies inside the excluded volume and zero otherwise.
Itr sol−w (Q, t) is [omitting the term containing δ(Q)],

Itr sol−w (Q, t) = −N (p)(Q)I coh
tr sol(Q, t), (D23)

where N (p)(Q) is

N (p)(Q) =
∫

sin(Qr )

Qr
n(p)

w (r) dr. (D24)

From Eq. (D20) and Eq. (D23) the scattering functions
given by Eqs. (10a)–(10c) and Eq. (11), respectively, are ob-
tained by Fourier transformation.
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